
Unit 2 Kites
English – comic strips
1. These comic strips have lost their titles. Choose the best title for each from the 

selection below:

 Modern-day use of kites   Safety rules for flying kites  
 A story from Japanese folklore   What kites are made of   How kites fly  

 How kites have been used in the past

 a. Title:

Once there was a warrior who 
broke the law of the Emperor. His 

punishment was to be exiled, along 
with his young son, to a tiny island.

The father was very upset that 
his son would have to live on a 
deserted island. He devised a 

plan and built a large kite.

He tied his son to the 
kite and then sent him 
from the island to the 

mainland.

 b. Title:

In 1749 Alexander Wilson set up an 
experiment to measure temperatures at 
different altitudes. He flew several kites 
off the same line at different heights. 

Each kite had a thermometer attached 
to it, making it possible to measure the 

temperature at each altitude.

In the fifteenth century, 
Leonardo Da Vinci invented a 
method of spanning a river or 

gorge using a kite. In the 1850s 
his technique was applied to 

assist in the construction of a 
large bridge at the Niagara Falls.

Benjamin Franklin 
used a kite to show 
that lightning had 

the same properties 
as electricity.

 c. Title:

Don’t fly a kite 
close to a road. If 
the kite lands on 
the road it could 

cause an accident.

Make sure 
you keep all 
kites away 

from overhead 
powerlines.

Don’t fly kites 
too close 

to people – 
especially 
children.

Be careful 
about flying 
kites when it 
is very windy. 

Don’t fly 
kites near 
airports.

Don’t fly a kite 
in a storm. 

Electricity may 
flow down a wet 

kite line.
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Unit 7 Getting from “here” to “there”

English – map reading
Use the map to answer the questions
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1. What is the name of the river? 

2. How many bridges are there crossing over the river? 

3. What is the name of the larger island? 

4. Name two possible tourist attractions you can see on the map.

5. Where is the shopping centre located? 

6. Bruce lives in Marine Parade next to the camping ground. Write directions to get 
him to the Intermediate School.

Word power
Quotation marks are also called speech marks because they show when a person is 
speaking. 

For example: “What is your name?” asked Amy “My name is Jack,” he said.
1. Add speech marks and the other missing punctuation marks to these sentences.

a. this map is very hard to follow he said
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A

B

C

D
E

A  mm B  mm C  mm

D  mm

E (height of power pole)  mm

 b. 

  This line is 23 mm long. There are ten millimetres in one centimetre so this 
line is 2.3 cm Iong.

  Convert the measurements of A–E into centimetres.

  A =  B =  C =  D =  E = 
3. What would be the most accurate way of measuring the wavy line?

Maths maintenance
 45 ÷ 9 =  16 ÷ 4 =  40 ÷ 5 =  24 ÷ 6 =  80 ÷ 10 = 

 49 ÷ 7 =  32 ÷ 4 =  27 ÷ 3 =  18 ÷ 9 = 

General knowledge
1. What is the world’s slowest moving mammal?

2. What is the world’s biggest land mammal?

3. What is the world’s smelliest mammal?

4. What is the world’s tallest mammal?

5. Which mammal is able to make the loudest noise?
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Unit 11 The amazing eye

English – labelling a diagram

Our eyes are connected to our brains by means of the optic nerve. Our eyes 
detect light, colour and shape, and transmit signals to the brain via electrical 
impulses. The eye has several different parts, and each one has a different role or 
function. Here are descriptions of the three main visible parts of the eye and their 
various functions.
•	 Sclera – this is the white of the eye.
•	 Iris – this is the coloured part of the eye (ie the part that makes your eyes 

brown or blue, etc). The iris controls how much light enters the eye by 
changing the size of the pupil.

•	 Pupil – this is the opening in the middle of the iris. In human beings, the iris 
is round and looks black. It varies in size, depending on how much light is let 
into the eye by the iris. In bright light, the pupil is small, letting in less light; in 
darker conditions, the pupil gets bigger to let in more light.

Use the highlighted words to label the following diagram.

1.

3.
2.

Research questions
1. What can we do to protect our eyes?

2. The optic nerve is the nerve that transmits electrical impulses from the eye to 
the brain. What would happen if this nerve was damaged?

3. What are tear ducts, and why are they useful?
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Word power
An apostrophe ( ) is used in two ways. It can show that some letters are missing (as 
in she’s which is short for she is) and it can show possession (as in Jack’s shoes – 
the apostrophe plus s (’s) tells us that the shoes belong to Jack).

Use apostrophes to correct the following sentences.
1. My grandmothers school was in the country.
2. The teachers house was right by the school.
3. Her teachers name was Miss Tustin.
4. The students bags used to hang in the cloakroom.

Handwriting
Complete these lines by copying the letters.

   

   

   

Maths – time
Analogue clocks have a face and hands to display the time. Digital clocks show the 
time using digits. Use the information in the sentences in 1. to 6. to help you fill in 
both the analogue and digital clocks with the correct time.

1211
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8
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4

2
1

39

6

:
1. Jack was 

woken at 
six o’clock 
by the 
rooster crowing.

1211
10

8
7 5

4

2
1

39

6

:
2. He got 

dressed, and 
twenty 
minutes later 
was collecting the eggs from the 
hens.
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8
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2
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:
3. Ten 

minutes 
later he 
started his 
breakfast
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8
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2
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:
4. One hour 

later he 
started out 
on his walk 
to school.
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8
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2
1
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6

:
5. He arrived 

at school 
50 minutes 
later.

1211
10

8
7 5

4

2
1

39

6

:
6. The bell rang 

at quarter to 
nine.
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Unit 18 The water cycle

Science

Accumulation
Run-off

Evaporation Transpiration

Precipitation (rain, snow)Heat from the Sun 
causes evaporation

Condensation 
(cloud formation)

Water circulates between the land, the oceans and the sky in a continuous cycle, 
called the water cycle.
The Sun’s heat causes evaporation of water from bodies of water (such as lakes, 
seas and oceans) on the Earth’s surface. Water also evaporates from the leaves 
of plants, into the air, in a process that we call transpiration. As the water vapour 
from these various sources rises, it undergoes condensation into tiny droplets 
that adhere to one another and that we can see as clouds in the sky. Once clouds 
are big enough, and are blown over land and they meet cooler air, the water 
droplets they contain fall back to the ground. This is called precipitation. The 
precipitation can be in the form of drizzle, rain, hail or snow. This part of the water 
cycle means that the water returns to the land.

1. Using your dictionary to help you, write clear definitions in words that you 
understand, of the following terms relating to the water cycle.

a. Evaporation

b. Transpiration

c. Condensation
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Unit 21 The history of money

Social Studies / English – flow diagrams
Long, long ago people used to swap items for other items. For example, one 
person would offer to exchange a cow for a pot and an axe. This was called 
bartering. Sometimes, bartering did not work. For example, a person who wanted 
a basket might offer the basket maker a bag of grain in exchange. If the basket 
maker did not want or need grain, they would not agree to the exchange.
To solve this problem, certain objects were agreed upon as being precious. When 
buying something, the seller would be paid using a certain measure of the precious 
item. Blocks of salt in Ethiopia, whales’ teeth in Fiji, and tea leaves in Tibet were all 
used as early forms of money.
Gradually, it became necessary to find something that was valued all over the 
world. Metals, such as gold, silver, and copper, were made into coins. Over time 
the pictures stamped onto these coins became more and more intricate. Alexander 
the Great put his own name and portrait on a coin in 336 bc and since then the 
pictures of many other rulers have appeared on money.

The Chinese were the first to use paper 
money, over 4 000 years ago. They printed 
notes using blue ink on paper made from 
the mulberry tree. It was not until much later that 
Europeans used paper money. Paper money was 
seen as a promise to pay the person who had it the 
equal amount in goods, gold, or silver. Today, the paper note itself is 
seen as being valuable. Early banknotes were easy to copy. Nowadays, each note 
has a number, watermark, and metal strip to protect against forgery. 

On your own paper, create a flow diagram to show the order of events in the history 
of money.

Word power – proverbs
In the list below, match the first part of each proverb with the rest of the proverb in 
the right-hand column, by colouring them the same colour.

1. Don’t judge a book while the sun shines.

2. Every cloud what you can do today.

3. Where there is a will catches the worm.

4. Don’t count your chickens is a friend indeed.

5. Don’t put off until tomorrow has a silver lining.

6. The early bird there is a way.

7. A friend in need by its cover.

8. Make hay before they are hatched.
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Word power
Nouns are words that are used to label or name anything that can be seen, heard 
or thought. If you can name something, that name is a noun. Examples of nouns 
are: table, dog, happiness, music. Remember that a proper noun is the name of a 
specific person, place, organisation and/or periods of time. Proper nouns always start 
with a capital letter.
Complete the table below by writing down ten nouns in each category. The first 
example in each category has been done for you.

Trees or 
flowers

Animals
Things 

made by 
people

Mountains
Emotions or ideas 
(these are called 
‘abstract nouns’)

Bodies of water 
(lakes, rivers, 
oceans, etc)

kauri dog hammer Ruapehu love Waikato River

Handwriting
Complete these lines by copying the letters.
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Word power – synonyms
A synonym is a word that has the same or similar meaning to another, eg the 
synonyms for happy may include glad, cheerful and contented. 
Find four synonyms for each of the following words:

1. little 

2. gloomy 

3. valuable 

4. cold 

5. scream 

Maths – drawing solids
Copy these isometric drawings of solids. The arrows show where to start.

Extra for experts
Write a poem about a kauri tree, as it sees all the 
changes around it over its long lifetime. Think about 
how it might feel to see houses grow up around it, 
the loss of the bush, and the extinction of some of the 
native birds it once saw.
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Maths – temperatures
This table shows the expected maximum and minimum temperatures for four 
centres in New Zealand.

Place Expected maximum Expected minimum

Whangarei 18  °C 7  °C

Wellington 13  °C 5  °C

Christchurch 12  °C 0  °C

Queenstown 5  °C –2  °C

1. Colour in the thermometers to show the temperatures for each place.

 Min.       Max.
 a. Whangarei

 Min.       Max.
 b. Wellington

 Min.       Max.
 c. Christchurch

 Min.       Max.
 d. Queenstown

2. The highest temperature was expected in 

3. The lowest temperature was expected in 

4. There are  degrees difference between the highest maximum 
and lowest minimum expected temperatures of these four centres.

Maths maintenance
See how quickly and accurately you can answer the following.

 3 + 7 =  6 + 8 =  9 + 4 =  3 + 2 =  1 + 7 = 

 2 + 6 =  4 + 4 =  9 + 9 =  4 + 5 =  5 + 8 = 

 2 + 8 =  8 + 4 =  7 + 7 =  10 + 9 =  7 + 0 = 

 4 + 9 =  7 + 3 =  9 + 7 =  2 + 2 = 
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Invention Description

Gunpowder / 
Fireworks

This invention dates back to about 1 000 years ago. It consists of a 
mixture of potassium nitrate, powdered charcoal and sulfur. When 
ignited, it explodes!

Umbrella

The earliest forms of this invention were designed to protect 
people from the sun. The Chinese were the first people who made 
these using waterproof materials so that they could use them to 
protect themselves from rain and sun.

Word power (page 35)
1. Where is China? 2. I love fireworks!
3. Ouch! Those fireworks are loud! 4. Pandas come from China.
5. Wow, a Sun Bear! 6. Chinese New Year is such fun.
7. Have you ever seen a traditional Chinese Dragon Dance?
8. What sign are you in the Chinese Zodiac?

Maths maintenance (page 35)

+ 5 8 1 6 + 7 4 8 2

7 12 15 8 13 4 11 8 12 6

0 5 8 1 6 6 13 10 14 8

9 14 17 10 15 3 10 7 11 5

3 8 11 4 9 9 16 13 17 11

General knowledge (page 36)

1. Beijing

4. Red and yellow

2. 2008 Olympics

5. The Great Wall of China

3. Yuan

Unit 10 Crazy cooking
English – recipes (page 37)
Pancakes

Ingredients

1 cup of •	 flour • 1 1
2

1
4
 cups of milk

1 •	 egg • A pinch of salt 

A little •	 butter to grease the pan

Lemon juice•	  and sugar to sprinkle over the pancakes

7
 

6
 

2
 

5
 

1
 

8
 

4
 

3
 

Maths – capacity (page 39)

1. 8 2. 4 3. 20 4. 10 5. 2 6. 5

Maths maintenance – algebra (page 39)

1. a = 11
5. a = 100

2. a = 8
6. a = 3

3. a = 10
7. a = 2

4. a = 8
8. a = 14

General knowledge (page 39)
1. Italy 2. Eastern and Central European countries – eg Russia
3. Korea 4. Mexico 5. Japan

Unit 11 The amazing eye
English – labelling a diagram (page 40)
1. Pupil. 2. Iris. 3. Sclera.

Research questions (page 40)
Answers may vary, some possible answers are:
1.  Wear sunglasses; NEVER look directly at the Sun; make sure we are in well-lit 

areas when we read; wear protective eyewear if we are doing dangerous jobs. 
2. Our sight would be impaired or damaged or we would possibly lose our sight 

altogether.
3. The tear ducts carry tears which help to lubricate and wash out dust, etc, from 

our eyes.

Word power – full stops and capital letters (page 41)
1. It is really important to take care of our eyes. We only get one pair.
2. Sometimes we need to get our vision checked in case we need glasses. The 

person who does this check is called an optometrist.
3. An optometrist can give us an eye test to tell us if we need to wear glasses.
4. Some people wear contact lenses instead of glasses. You can even get coloured 

contact lenses that change your eye colour.
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Word power (page 69)

Yesterday I … I am … Tomorrow I …

danced to the music. dancing to the music. will dance to the music.

plucked the violin strings. plucking the violin strings. will pluck the violin strings.

struck the cymbal. striking the cymbal. will strike the cymbal.

sang my favourite song. singing my favourite song. will sing my favourite song.

heard the orchestra play. hearing the orchestra play. will hear the orchestra play.

strummed the guitar. strumming the guitar. will strum the guitar.

blew a trumpet. blowing a trumpet. will blow a trumpet.

hummed a tune. humming a tune. will hum a tune.

Maths – renaming in multiplication (page 70)
1. 123 569  2. 965 321  3. 695 321  4. 152 369

Maths maintenance (page 70)

Counting in 3s

3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 28 32
Counting in 6s

6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60
Counting in 9s

9 18 27 36 45 54 63 72 81 90

General knowledge (page 70)

1. Ludwig van Beethoven.

3. An orchestra.

5. Baton.

2. Australia.

4. Conductor.

Information and communication technologies (ICT) (page 71)
It is a good idea to save your work on the computer in folders. This means that your 
work is well organised and so will be easier to find.

Unit 20 Cricket
English – playscripts (page 72)
1. Coach Davis, Sam and the Umpire.

2. The changing rooms.

3. Coach Davis is talking to his team and (shouting) and he marches out of the 
changing room.

4. Cricket gear and uniforms.

5. Yes – the rest of the team is also in the changing room. Coach Davis looked 
around, counting the people.

Word power (page 72)
1. couldn’t wait 2. His, were 3. cheer 4. won, their team 5. Joel
6. He’d 7. No errors 8. was, fielders 9. Joel’s 10. No errors

Maths maintenance (page 73)
4, 5, 4, 3, 9 2, 7, 7, 6, 4 4, 6, 8, 9, 6

Maths – bar graphs (page 73)
1. C Martin 2. L Taylor

3. More common to be under 30 runs.

4. No, the results are not evenly spread – L Taylor scored way more than anybody 
else.

5. 
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General knowledge (page 74)
1. England.
2. The 20/20 games are a shortened form of the game. Each side gets 20 overs to 

bat and 20 overs to bowl / field.
3. A set of six deliveries bowled by one bowler from the same end of the pitch.
4. There are 50 overs for each team in a one-day match. (100 in total – unless a 

team is all out before its 50 overs have been completed.)
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